
Image Retrieval and Classification Using Local Distance Functions

Visual categorization is hard.   
Standard assumptions about class distributions don’t hold 

for broad visual categories.

variation within category

pose & articulation

clutter & occlusion

and MANY categories (~30K according to Biederman, 1987)

Classification results (Caltech 101)
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Using patch-based features
(1) choose patches in the images
(2) extract fixed-length feature vectors for each 
patch, e.g. Gaussian-derivative jets (Schmid-Mohr), 
SIFT (Lowe), shape context (Belongie-Malik), 
geometric blur (Berg-Malik)
(3) Find matches between images
(4) compute image-to-image distance, e.g. sum of 
best-match distances:

(distance between these two images)R

Learn distance functions
(one for each image)

Frome,Singer,Malik
(NIPS 2006)

one for
all images

one per
image

Xing,Ng,Jordan,Russell (NIPS 2002)
Schultz,Joachims (NIPS 2003)

Shalev-Shwartz,Singer,Ng (ICML 2004)
Weinberger,Blitzer,Saul (NIPS 2005)

Globerson,Roweis (NIPS 2005)
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Mahalanobis distance:

Previous work on learning metrics has 
focused on learning a single distance metric 
for all instances.  One of our primary 
contributions is to learn a distance function 
for every training image. 

Most visual categorization approaches 
make use of machine learning after 
computing distances between images 
(e.g. SVM with pyramid kernel).  We 
want to learn how to compute 
distances. 
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Different features are important for different categories.
Relative importance of features varies within category.

Use weighted combination of patches

For each patch feature in F, can compute the distance to another 
image, I.   We use the minimum L2 distance over features in image I.
Distance from F to I is weighted sum:

  

Set up learning problem for each training image.  In a training image’s 
learning problem, call it the “focal image” (F).

d0 ! w0

d1 ! w1

+

F I

Learn weights using max-margin 
optimization

have a collection of triplets indexed by i
maximize margin between dissimilar & similar images
constrain weights to be non-negative
hinge loss with slack for each triplet

Train with triplets of images: focal image, similar (in-class), and 
dissimilar (out-of-class).   Make one data vector x from each triplet.
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Output from learning

Shape (& color) features

a function for relative comparison 
of focal image to any other image
a weight on each patch
many are zero (~60% on average)
background often useful
gives an ordering over all images

Classification algorithm
Each distance function is on a different scale.

(1) for each focal image, fit a logistic to the learned distances 
and training labels.

(2) given test image, compute posterior probability for each 
focal image, and rank the focal images.

(3) use K-nearest-neighbor to choose a class for the test 
image.

feature combinations 5 images/class 15 images/class 30 images/class

small geometric blur 35.9% (0.9% stdev) 49.5% (9% stdev) 54.2% (1.2% stdev)

big geometric blur 25.1% (9%) stdev) 36.0% (7.2% stdev) 42.7% (3.2% stdev)

color 3.3% (0.4% stdev) 4.2% (0.7% stdev) 4.2% (0.7% stdev)

both geometric blur 41.5% (1% stdev) 57.5% (0.8% stdev) 63.4% (1% stdev)

both geometric blur 
& color

39.1% (1.6% stdev) 58.7% (0.9% stdev) 65.2% (0.6% stdev)
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Lagrangian (with the dual variables):

Wrote a custom solver that uses updates similar to the row-action method in Censor & Zenios, 1998.   
Iterate over the margin constraints, and for each i, update   and project positivity constraint onto w.  
Gives the following updates for each iteration:
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Each of our learning problems involves ~2000 triplets and takes ~1-2 seconds to solve.
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Geometric blur features (Berg,Berg,Malik 2005):
(1) extract sparse channels
(2) sample patches
(3) blur with spatially-varying Gaussian
(4) sample blurred signal
(5) concatenate samples from all channels

Used two patch sizes: 42- and 70-pixel radius

Color patch features
(1) select patches with 8-pixel radius
(2) make color histogram for each patch

crocodile vs. 
crocodile head

ketch vs. 
schooner

lotus vs. 
waterlilly

15 training images/category, all features

visualization: average image for each 
category (Antonio Torralba)
many difficult classes, esp. animals
some classes are easy (e.g. yin-yang)
also many artifacts (rotated pictures)
limited scale variation
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Directly suggests a browsing application.
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